
TRAVEL AGENCY BUSINESS PLAN REPORT

Sephats Tours travel tour agency business plan executive summary. Sephats Tours is a start-up tour operator in
Botswana.

These excursions offer excellent photographic opportunities. It is important to recognize that we do not intend
to just take individuals on sightseeing excursions, but also to ensure that they appreciate nature through
informative briefings on objects' origins. Local Organizations a. In Mochudi apart from traditionally decorated
Setswana architecture, the tourists will find the most southerly baobab trees in Botswana and traditional crafts
including the Ithuteng Tin Workshop and Ikgabiseng handmade jewelery. The tour package will include the
information folder, guided tour, refreshments and a picnic lunch. Fulfillment The key fulfillment and delivery
will be provided by the employees of the company. Target the various associations i. Kingston is next with 1,
rooms and the South Coast and Port Antonio follow with and rooms respectively. Hence this will undoubtedly
generate increased sales of our service. The development of preferred supplier arrangements is growing
internationally. Included in this package will be refreshments and information folders detailing the main sites
and history of Gaborone. This is particularly so with the organization looking at establishing a clear advantage
s in an increasingly competitive market. Sephats Tours intends to provide travel and adventure packages to
tourists primarily in the Southern region, but also the whole of Botswana. With the increase in terrorism in
European and Middle Eastern Countries, we are already seeing a substantial increase in tour activity in the
Latin American and Caribbean markets. For instance if you are one of the few travel agency in your country or
state that handles pilgrimage travels, you are show going to be making constant mega box year after year.
Dont touch a client unless you have something to sell to him. Initially, the tours will focus on emerging
countries in Latin America. A detailed review of the lessons learnt from this years production will be done and
will form the basis for future events of this nature. We are set to take the travels and tours industry by storm
which is why we have made provisions for effective publicity and advertisement of our travels and tours
agencies. In the first year of operation, virtually all support services will be out-sourced. In so far as the school
tour market is concerned, the branding of JST as The School Trip Company will see phenomenal growth being
experienced. Local social, business, or professional organizations 18 1. According to the latest tourism
statistics total arrivals for amounted to 1,, representing an increase of approximately  One of the main services
it aims at providing is to become a destination management company that brings alive the magnificence of this
country to the traveler. In addition, more niche markets are evolving. Presentations to staff meetings will be
used to explain the process, the prices, and the special deals. This has mainly been due to the advent of a
'borderless' world and increased information dissemination about the majestic sceneries throughout the world,
with the southern African region being no exception. Obviously baobabs will make for good viewing. My
Jamaica Escapes 3. Market Needs Though the tourism sector has undergone rapid growth over the last decade
the vast majority entering this sector have rushed to the North where we have the Okavango Delta, Chobe
National Park, and other sites as attraction points. Promptness in bidding for travels and tours contracts from
the government, religious organizations and other cooperate organizations Advertise our business in relevant
travels and tours magazines, newspapers, TV stations, and radio station. Hence we need to be continually
communicating with the client, including hotels and lodges so as to ensure that we are constantly available to
the client meeting their expectations. Tourism 1. Literature and mailings for the initial market forums will be
very important. Its employees are confident in their ability to meet the needs of their customers because they
share their enthusiasm in visiting new places and learning new and interesting things. JST shall look at
developing preferred supplier relationships with travel agencies and attraction owners and develop incentives
with its partners i. This  We know that if we continue to deliver excellent travels and tours services, there will
be steady flow of income for the organization. Gaborone Dam: On the south bank a remarkably rich variety of
bird and wildlife can be seen, including herds of impala, kudu and scuttling families of warthog.


